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tion are thoroughly documented. Proteins that reversiblyPeering into the Natural Genetic
ligate themselves to DNA also mediate the relatively newEngineering Toolbox phenomenon of rolling-circle transposition, as illus-
trated by the bacterial IS91 element (M Pilar Garcilla´n-
Barcia et al.). Rolling circle transposition also occurs inMobile DNA II
eukaryotes and is significant because it generates theEdited by N.L. Craig, R. Craigie, M. Gellert,
kind of tandem repeat arrays that characterize criticaland A.M. Lambowitz
genomic components, like centromeres, nucleolar orga-Washington, DC: ASM Press (2002).
nizers, and heterochromatin.1158 pp. $169.95
The amazing and rapidly growing family of re-
arrangements mediated via diverse nucleophilic attacksThe draft human genome tells us that our hereditary
by 3 hydroxyl groups in strictly DNA mobility are de-material contains over 43% transposable and retro-
tailed for prokaryotes and eukaryotes. Like the study oftransposable elements. Our evolutionary history has
catalytic RNA, advances in our understanding of DNAthus encompassed literally hundreds of thousands of
rearrangements alter our thinking about the functionaltransposition events and other DNA rearrangements.
roles of proteins and nucleic acids. DNA is clearly anClearly, if we are to understand how we (and all other
active participant in its own restructuring, and transpos-living organisms) evolved, we must come to terms with
ases often function as chaperones to hold nucleic acidthe importance of genetic mobility. In this sense, the
chains in position to carry out phosphodiester bondpublication of Mobile DNA II by the ASM Press earlier
reshuffling. This is especially clear in the chapter onthis year is very timely indeed.
Tn5, where we have the most detailed structural knowl-This most recent collection of papers comes at a criti-
edge of the transposition process (W. Reznikoff).cal transition point in our understanding of mobile ge-
The RNA-based elements expand our mechanistic ho-netic elements (MGEs) and other aspects of natural ge-
rizons further, beyond what was envisioned when re-netic engineering. The first volume on this subject (DNA
verse transcription was first discovered. At the start ofInsertion Elements, Plasmids and Episomes, Bukhari et
the reverse transcription cycle, it is intriguing that LTR-al., CSH Press, 1976) appeared when transposition and
containing retrotransposons have evolved at least twosite-specific exchanges were still widely thought of as
different methods for priming synthesis of the first cDNA“illegitimate recombination”—arcane marginal phenom-
strand from LTR sequences: binding a tRNA or otherena largely confined to prokaryotes. Subsequent books
small RNA primer, as in retroviruses, and self-priming(Mobile Genetic Elements, Shapiro, Academic Press,
using LTR inverted repeat motifs, as discovered in fis-1983; the first Mobile DNA, Berg and Howe, ASM Press,
sion yeast (H. Levin). Retrotransposons also show a1989) marked a general recognition that DNA mobility
direct relationship to mobile DNA elements becauseis ubiquitous throughout the kingdoms of life, albeit still
their integrases use the same mechanism as transpos-within the conceptual confines of an intriguing “epiphe-
ases to insert double-stranded cDNAs into new genomicnomenon” rather than a basic attribute of cellular ge-
sites (R. Craigie).nomes.
Today, the intellectual environment is radically differ- Retroposons and mobile introns that lack LTRs em-
ploy quite different mechanisms for priming reverseent because we have dozens of completely sequenced
genomes. Possessing this new information, we are com- transcription and integrating cDNA into the genome.
Both processes are coupled in “target-primed reverseing to recognize MGEs as integral components of virtu-
ally all genomes. We can see how they act as major transcription” (TPRT). This mechanism involves the 3
end of the RNA that is common to many transcripts. Sodeterminants of genome size, and it is increasingly evi-
dent that they provide the mechanisms for key evolution- it introduces extraordinary substrate flexibility into the
reverse transposition process, permitting the genomicary events, such as insertion of laterally transferred DNA,
segmental duplication, domain shuffling in protein cod- incorporation of cDNAs derived from many templates
besides intact retroposons: mRNAs, transcripts of shorting sequences, and generation of tandem arrays. In
other words, the conceptual background for Mobile DNA repeats, run-on transcripts, and even excised group II
introns that reverse-splice into target DNA (M. BelfortII is a dawning awareness that DNA rearrangements are
fundamental genomic processes. et al.). The genetic rearrangement potential of TPRT
is therefore enormous, and experimental studies haveMobile DNA II approaches its subject matter largely
from a mechanistic point of view. This is evident from verified TPRT’s functionality as an engine of coding se-
quence duplication and exon shuffling (J. Moran and N.the cover illustration of a Cre-Holliday junction structural
model (G. Van Duyne). The mechanistic emphasis of this Gilbert). The fact that both DNA MGEs and non-LTR
retroposons (but not LTR retrotransposons) exist in pro-collection reflects the current mainstream focus in the
field as well as the background of the editors. The major karyotes suggests that retroviral-like elements evolved
after the appearance of the first eukaryotic cells by inte-sections of the book contain 31 out of the 50 chapters
and are organized according to the chemical mecha- grating features from the two ancestral classes of mobile
DNA (T. Eickbush and H. Malik).nism of DNA rearrangement.
The reader can find a wealth of biochemical and struc- Where does the field of studying mobile DNA go be-
yond solving the molecular mechanisms for creatingtural detail about the well-understood process of site-
specific recombination involving linkage of DNA chains novel DNA sequence arrangements? One new direction
concerns more penetrating studies about the incorpora-to tyrosine and serine residues in topoisomerase recom-
binases, and the many distinct roles that reciprocal site- tion of mobile DNA into cellular and multicellular regula-
tory circuits. For example, we are just beginning to rec-specific recombination plays in microbial genome func-
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ognize the deep connections between retrotransposon of non-random natural genetic engineering processes.
transcription and integration on the one hand and com- It will become increasingly evident in the years to come
ponents of the transcriptional control, chromatin format- that these regulated cellular functions constitute the
ting, and signal transduction systems on the other hand mechanistic backbone for genetic changes underlying
in budding yeast (D. Voytas and J. Boeke; S. Sandmeyer the evolutionary patterns we are learning to discern in
et al.) and in Drosophila (M. Labrador and V. Corces). whole genome sequences. When Mobile DNA III comes
We need to learn more about how these connections out in the next decade of this century, we can look
form the molecular basis for the regulated timing and forward not only to learning more about the mechanics
specificity of retrotransposition insertions in these or- of mobile DNA but also about its regulation, its specific-
ganisms. A second new direction reflects our growing ity, its biological utility, and even its own unique brand
knowledge about the direct involvement of nucleic acid of molecular informatics. Mobile DNA is the key to a 21st
sequences and structure in guiding the non-random tar- Century view of evolution.
geting of mobile DNA. Specific instances are the RNA-
guided insertion of retrohoming introns (M. Belfort et al.),
James A. Shapiroguidance of micronuclear DNA processing by injected
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biologymacronuclear sequences in ciliated protozoa (M.-C. Yao
University of Chicagoet al.), and Tn7 hotspotting at the ends of triplex DNA
Chicago, Illinois 60637targets (N. Craig). Just as we are rapidly learning about
RNAi and other RNA-directed regulatory processes, we
are certainly destined to discover further examples of
Apoptosis: More than Meets the Eyesequence-directed DNA rearrangements.
Although Mobile DNA II has a wide coverage, there
are some gaps. It is disappointing that some important
Apoptosis: The Molecular Biology of Programmedtopics were not included. There is no chapter on T-DNA
Cell Deathtransfer from Agrobacterium to plant genomes, and the
Edited by Michael D. Jacobson and Nicola McCarthyonly aspect of immune system rearrangements covered
Oxford: Oxford University Press (2002).is V(D)J joining (M. Gellert). The absence of a chapter
321 pp. $60.00on immunoglobulin class switching (constant region re-
arrangements) is particularly unfortunate because that Apoptosis or programmed cell death is an essential
process is where we have the most direct evidence that building block for the normal development of any multi-
regulated promoter activation guides the cellular choice cellular organism. Although Karl Vogt first described the
of DNA rearrangement targets. Regrettably, none of the occurrence of “physiological cell death” during verte-
chapters provides a detailed account of how much brate development in 1842, it took almost 150 years to
McClintock’s molecular followers have learned about identify the first molecular component of the apoptosis
the relationship between epigenetic modification of machinery. Ever since, a bewildering number of pro-
maize MGEs and the amazing variety of developmental
and antiapoptotic molecules dedicated to implementing
controls she documented in the earliest days of mobile
this cellular suicide process have been discovered. In
DNA. Many chapters do hint at how profoundly our
Apoptosis: The Molecular Biology of Programmed Cell
knowledge of MGEs and natural genetic engineering
Death, Jacobson and McCarthy undertake the enor-activities has revolutionized our thinking about evolution
mous challenge of presenting a comprehensive and up-(notably M. Kidwell and D. Lisch), but no chapter deals
to-date view of the fundamental molecular processesspecifically with the mounting sequence evidence for
governing programmed cell death. This book gives anDNA mobility systems at work during genome evolution.
excellent introduction into the basic molecular interplayMobile DNA II is not for the faint of heart. At 50 chap-
of the numerous components of the cell death machin-ters and 1158 pages of text, this is an imposing volume.
ery that are evolutionarily conserved from worms to hu-The authors have written in the telegraphic style used
mans. The multiauthor book reviews the last ten yearsin reviews directed at their colleagues, not in a didactic
of apoptosis research, which has seen significant ad-style aimed at a wider audience. So no one who does
vances in the identification of the machinery that exe-not have to review the book is likely to read it from
cutes apoptosis and the mechanisms that regulate thiscover to cover, even though the experience is highly
potentially catastrophic process.educational. This caveat notwithstanding, I have to say
Despite substantial progress and the identification ofthat the chapters are of high quality, and the entire vol-
numerous key players of the innate cell death machinery,ume is an exceptional compendium of information about
surprisingly little is known about the pathways that regu-MGEs and molecular systems that rearrange phospho-
late developmental cell death. For instance, the answerdiester linkages in cellular genomes. There are also two
to how, in the same tissue, one cell dies and its siblinguseful chapters on how to take advantage of MGEs for
survives remains largely open.high-tech in vivo genetic manipulations (J. Boeke; R.
A general principle of animal development is the mas-Sauer). Undoubtedly, this book will serve as the major
sive overproduction of many more cells than are re-reference work on mobile DNA until ASM assembles
quired to build the mature organ. Cellular overproduc-the next group of editors about ten years from now to
tion followed by an apoptotic cull during later stages ofproduce the third volume in this invaluable series. The
development ensures that the correct number of differ-editors are to be congratulated on the results of their
ent cells types are matched to achieve proper organlabors.
To sum up, Mobile DNA II shows us the nuts and bolts function and provides developmental systems with the
